
DEVICE Torque Balance

TOPIC Static Equilibrium/Rotational Mechanics

THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND

Torque describes the ability of a force to rotate some body about some axis. The
amount of measured torque can only be determined when the rotational axis is
specified.  Further, the static equilibrium requirement for rotational motion of a body
states that the vector sum of all external torques acting on the body measured about
any possible point must be zero.  The following equations are mathematical forms
commonly regarded as the general torque definition and the condition for static
equilibrium:

which represents the magnitude of a force  applied 
a distance  away from the center of rotation (n.b. the applied force
is perpendicular to the axis of rotation).
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The pegboard covers an area of 78 (13 X 6) evenly spaced holes. An index card
marks the center of the board with a line drawn through its center, while the board
itself is balanced to this marking by placing a plumb bob through the center.  This
design splits the board into a right half and left half.  Using the four paper-clip hooks
and eight hexagonal bolts all of equal mass, students can conceptually determine the
requirements of torque and static equilibrium by applying forces at varying distances
away from the center on both the right and left halves of the pegboard.

DESCRIPTION A rectangular pegboard is supported by wooden post using a metal pin.  Eight
hexagonal bolts of equal mass are hung on four paper clip hangers.  A plumb bob
hangs from the center and is used to balance the apparatus to a perpendicular plane.

PROCEDURE 1. With two bolts on a hanger, place the weighted hanger on the pegboard some
distance away from the center, i.e. place it 3 pegs left of center.

2. Place another weighted hanger with mass equal to the first hanger 3 pegs right of
center.

3. Observe that without the second weighted hanger the pegboard begins to rotate
and it is not centered aligned with the index card.

4. Proceed by place the remaining forces on the pegboard and always strive for
static equilibrium. 

 
SUGGESTIONS Try the system with a hanger containing three bolts.  Also try moving the hangers up

and down as opposed to left and right and observe the pegboard’s behavior.  Also
consult with Doug who is in the process of incorporating this into our lab sequence.



DEVICE Monkey in a Tree Demo

TOPIC Projectile Motion/Mechanics

THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND

Projectile motion is a special case of kinematics, i.e. the phenomenon is an examination
of an object moving in two directions; simultaneous motion in the vertical and horizontal
directions. The projectile never accelerates in the horizontal direction (acceleration =
acceleration due to gravity = zero).  Furthermore the projectile must move in the
horizontal direction with a constant velocity.  In accordance with one dimensional
kinematics the position of the projectile after time t in the horizontal direction is

0 0 0 0 0cos .xx x v t x x v t θ− = ⇒ − =

Now consider the vertical motion of the projectile.  The vertical motion of the projectile
maintains a constant value of acceleration directed downward (acceleration =
acceleration due to gravity = constant).  One dimensional kinematics as applied here,
models the projectile’s vertical motion subject to constant acceleration.  Here the
acceleration due to gravity directs the projectile downward.  Therefore its position in the
vertical direction after time t becomes
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and the vertical velocity becomes
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The horizontal range or the horizontal distance traveled by the projectile is 0x x R− = .

The range is determined once the projectile returns to its launch height, 0 0.y y− =   The

range reaches a maximum value when 0 45 .θ = °   It is also worth noting that as the
projectile reaches its peak along the arc of its trajectory, its velocity in the vertical
direction tends to zero.  The maximum height of the projectile is then determined by
equating 0y  and 

0
v to zero and solving for y .  The trajectory of the projectile is

determined by eliminating the time t  from the results found for the horizontal and
vertical motion of the projectile.  With some substitution procedures the path of the
projectile is given as
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This equation has the form of a parabola 2y ax bx= ± .  All projectiles follow the path of a
parabola.

DESCRIPTION The demonstration models two applications of kinematics:  projectile motion and free-
fall.  The relative link between projectile motion and free fall is constant acceleration due
to gravity.  The vertical motion of a projectile along a trajectory is the same vertical

motion of an object in free fall.  The monkey (an empty milk jug with a "12
2

hole cut out

of its center) free-falls from a magnet mounted on a crossbar.  Under the condition of
constant acceleration, the ball travels a vertical distance equal to that of the monkey’s
fall from the crossbar.  The monkey is hit by the ball at a point where his free fall path
intersects the trajectory of the ball.



PROCEDURE 1. Align the barrel of the launcher with the target (monkey) using the crosshairs on the
barrel.  (The zero-g path reflects the motion of the ball if it were not subject to the
force of gravity.  This path provides a line of sight for the launcher.)

2. A photogate should be attached to the barrel.  The monkey is hooked onto the
crossbar by a drop box device containing a magnet.  The photogate and magnet
lead to a control box.  The control box is configured so that as the ball passes over
the photogate sensor the ball and monkey simultaneously begin to fall to the
ground.

3. Cock the ball into the launcher.
4. Shoot the monkey when ready.  For best results the launcher should be

approximately 1.5 meters from the monkey.  Caution!!!  Never look directly down
the barrel…we wouldn’t want you to shoot your eye out!!!

SUGGESTIONS
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